**Weekly Meetings**

There was a snow day Tuesday. Thursday’s meeting gathered young men from BCCS, BCLA, Burke and New Mission (see attached photo). In addition to sharing dinner:

- We discussed latest student progress reports; we are seeing academic improvement in many young men, while others are stuck/need to get on track.

- Two BFIT first year students (from BCLA and New Mission) returned to share their experiences and to encourage the young men to take their high school academics more seriously than they had.

- We formed teams and played our two new games: Giant Jenga and Corn Hole.

We are currently meeting with school leaders to discuss your students’ participation in the program and answer any questions you may have about YMWAP.

Respectfully, Jaykyri and Des

**Coming Up**

- **THIS WEEKEND! March 23-25 NH Wilderness Trip:** to Rustic Gatherings Lodge in Warren, NH. Registration and permission forms have been distributed to students and mentors. It is first-come first served for up to 30 students. Students will be driven in 3 vans. There will be 2 group leaders and 4 mentors present. This is a beautiful place and the owner lives next door. [https://www.homeaway.com/vacation-rental/p3812423](https://www.homeaway.com/vacation-rental/p3812423) The young men will arrive to a pasta and meatballs meal and will cook the rest of the time. There is a movie room. There will be outdoor activities and games, indoor discussions, team-building and fun.

- **April 28: Mentor brunch on topic of growth mindsets**

- **YMWAP 12th Grade Launch Celebration:** TBD (potentially Thursday June 7th)